
 

MATCH REPORT 
Northern Lights U14 Div 3  (6.9-45) vs  East Sydney (4.1-25) 
ROUND 15 Sunday 11th August 2019 
Mike Kenny Oval 

 
On a day that could have gone any way, with Hail and Rain just before our game and a blustery wind that added about 3 goals to 
the left side of the ground, it was always going to be a challenging contest. Today was a particularly important one, going up 
against the East Sydney Bulldogs, who have had our number the last few years and been a highly competitive team in Div 3, our 
lads really wanted to show those dogs that the Lights were a team to be reckoned with. 

In the 1st Quarter and with the wind in our favour, we quickly got the jump on our opponents, with some strong work in the 
midfield from Ronan, Lenny, Alex and Ryan all digging in and getting some quick clearances. A bit of grit and pressure resulted in 
our first goal to Harrison, however at the end of the first, the Bulldogs kicked a quick late goal, taking us into the end of that 
term a goal behind. 

The Bulldogs worked hard to stay in the game, but with Riley, Seth, Varen and Jack all very strong in defence making it difficult 
for the bulldogs to score (the bulldogs had only 5 scoring shots all game), the scoreline was tight throughout with barely a goal 
separating the boys in the 2nd and 3rd quarter. 

The Lights Lads knew that they had to push themselves a little harder in retaining the ball in our forward 50 and around the 
contest, we had several opportunities in the 2nd and 3rd quarters with about 7 scoring opportunities to 1, unfortunately the 
opportunities we did get we were unable to convert to the big 6. 

At 3 quarter time (and after a much needed spray) and with several Bulldogs able to slip our tackles and drive the ball into their 
forward line most of the game and creating unwanted pressure, the lads knew that they had to lift and really push hard to get 
over the top of their competitors. They didn’t disappoint, after an early goal in the 4th by the bulldogs, they responded well with 
some strong running from Lenny and Tom through the Half Back Line and some great centre awareness from Tom H and Bailey 
creating the separation (and space) needed through the midfield, resulting in at least 6 opportunities up forward. 

With Dylan, Harrison, Charlie and James at Half Forward all presenting with some strong leads and marks, and Ollie and Lucas 
supporting around the ground ball we were able to get the run on the Bulldogs and kicked the last 3 goals unanswered. 

Overall, the team really stepped up and delivered, we have worked hard to understand where to create space and the need to 
continue to push hard in defence, including two-way running. 

We go into the finals in a well-deserved 3rd spot on the ladder (+1 from last year’s efforts) and with 3 wins on the trot, they put 
themselves in a great place to put together a strong finals campaign! 

Let’s go Lights Lads!  

 

         
  

1/4 by 1/4: Q1 1.1-2.1 Q2 1.3-0.0 Q3 0.3-1.0 Q4 4.2-1.0 

Goals: Harrison (3), James (2), Dylan (1) 

 

The Coach 

 


